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Scene 1 takes place in as Jerry, a London literary agent, meets Emma, a gallery manager and the wife of his
best friend, for a drink. Jerry tells Emma that he has heard she is having an affair with Roger Casey, one of his
writer clients whose work she had never liked, and Emma is vague as to the truth behind the rumors. Emma
confides that she and her husband Robert, a publisher, are separating. In return, she has told him about her
affair with Jerry; the news upsets Jerry, as he and Robert have remained friends. Jerry tells his friend that he
has seen Emma and knows that Robert has learned of their affair. To his astonishment, Robert responds that he
has known about Jerry and his wife for the last four years and had assumed that Jerry was aware of his
knowledge. He had guessed the truth long ago, he says, and Emma had confirmed his suspicions. Robert also
mentions that he suspects his wife is having an affair with Roger Casey, whose books he publishes. It has been
some months since the pair last met and it is clear that their affair is coming to a close. Emma is kept busy by
her new job as an art gallery manager, while Jerry is often in the United States on business. In earlier days,
they remember, they found time to meet despite the demands of careers and their respective families. The two
decide to give up the flat and sell the furnishings to the landlady. Robert, who, unbeknown to Jerry, already
knows of the affair, carries on an edgy conversation with Jerry while they wait for Emma, who is putting
two-year-old Ned to bed. Emma asks if she can watch their game and is sharply rebuked by Robert, who
explains why her presence would be undesirable with a degree of bitterness clearly motivated by his
knowledge of her affair. Jerry says that the game will have to wait for a week or two, as he is leaving shortly
for the United States with Casey. After Jerry leaves the house, Emma and Robert kiss, and he holds her as she
begins to cry. Scene 5 takes place in Venice, where Emma and Robert are on vacation, in Robert tells Emma
that there is a letter for her at the American Express office, which Emma says she has already collected. When
she learns that her husband has actually seen the envelope, however, she mentions casually that it was from
Jerry. The two engage in a tense exchange in which Robert asks pointedly if Jerry and his family are well, if
his friend has sent him any message, and if Emma can remember just when it was that he first introduced her
to Jerry. Realizing that he has guessed the truth, Emma tells Robert that she and Jerry are lovers and have been
for five years. Ned, Robert observes sharply, is only one year old, to which Emma responds that the boy was
conceived while Jerry was in the United States and Robert is indeed his father. Robert comments that he has
always liked Jerryâ€”rather more, if truth be told, than he likes his wifeâ€”and asks if she is looking forward
to their trip to Torcello the following day. Their affair is in full flower, although Emma does not tell Jerry that
Robert has learned the truth. When Jerry mentions that he and Robert are having lunch later that week, it is
clear to him that Emma is uneasy at the idea. Jerry confesses that he has had two near slip-ups recently, one
involving a mislaid letter from Emma and another involving a lie he told his wife to cover one of their
meetings. They embrace, although both realize the treacherous emotional ground on which they stand. Robert
says that he went alone by speedboat to Torcello and spent the morning reading William Butler Yeats, which
secretly surprises Jerry, who has been told by Emma that their Torcello trip was canceled because of a
speedboat strike. The two discuss Casey, and Robert tells Jerry that he must stop by the house for a drink
sometimeâ€”Emma would love to see him. Emma is cooking stew for Jerry and says she ran into Judith the
day before. She wonders if Judith knows about their affair, and Jerry assures her that she does not. His wife,
he says, has an admirerâ€”a doctor who sometimes takes her to lunchâ€”and Jerry confesses that he finds the
situation irritating in that he is uncertain about the true nature of the relationship. He doubts, however, whether
his wife is deceiving him, as she loves him and is far too busy. Scene 9 takes place in the winter of at a party
given by Robert and Emma. Emma enters their bedroom to find Jerry waiting for her. He tells her drunkenly
but passionately that he adores her and finds her beautiful. Emma gently rebuffs him, but Jerry persists and the
two kiss. Emma breaks away just before Robert enters the room, and Jerry tells his friend that he has a lovely
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wife. He leaves the room and Emma begins to follow him, but Jerry grasps her arm.
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qualifying offers. John Lahr, a well-known theater critic himself has Assembled her the most perceptive critical essays
available on that enigmatic masterpiece of Harold Pinter's The Homecoming.

Petey, a man in his sixties Meg, a woman in her sixties Stanley, a man in his late thirties Lulu, a woman in her
early twenties Goldberg, a man in his fifties McCann, a man of thirty The Birthday Party [Grove Press ed.
Alternating between maternal and flirtatious affectation toward Stanley, Meg tells him that "two gentlemen",
two new "visitors", will be arriving 30â€” At this information, Stanley appears concerned, suspicious, and
disbelieving; there is "A sudden knock on the front door" and Meg goes offstage, while Stanley "listens" at a
voice coming "through the letter box," but it is just Lulu carrying in a package delivered for Meg. Act 2[ edit ]
Stanley encounters McCann and the two talk. He denies the fact that it is his birthday and insists that Meg is
mad for saying so, and asks McCann if Goldberg has told him why he has been brought to the house.
Goldberg enters and sends McCann out to collect some Whiskey that he has ordered for the party. When
McCann returns, he and Goldberg interrogate Stanley with a series of ambiguous, rhetorical questions,
tormenting him to complete collapse. Lulu then arrives and engages with Goldberg in romance. Stanley then
attacks Meg, and, in the black out that immediately follows, attacks and attempts to rape Lulu. The act ends
with Goldberg and McCann backing the maniacally laughing Stanley against a wall. Act 3[ edit ] Paralleling
the first scene of the play, Petey is having breakfast, and Meg asks him innocuous questions, with important
differences revealing the aftermath of the party. Lulu then confronts Goldberg about the way he treated the
previous night during unseen events that occurred after the party but is driven from the house by McCann
making unsavoury comments about her character and demanding that she confess her sins to him. McCann
then brings in Stanley, with his broken glasses, and he and Goldberg bombard him with a list of his faults and
of all the benefits he will obtain by submitting to their influence. When asked for his opinion of what he has to
gain, Stanley is unable to answer. They begin to lead him out of the house toward the car waiting to take him
to Monty. Genre[ edit ] The Birthday Party has been described some say "pigeonholed" by Irving Wardle and
later critics as a " comedy of menace " [5] and by Martin Esslin as an example of the Theatre of the Absurd. I
was going to keep it a secret until tonight," even that "fact" is dubious, as Stanley denies that it is his birthday:
Round the bend" Although Meg claims that her house is a " boarding house ," her husband, Petey, who was
confronted by "two men" who "wanted to know if we could put them up for a couple of nights" is surprised
that Meg already has "got a room ready" 23 , and, Stanley being the only supposed boarder , also responds to
what appears to him to be the sudden appearance of Goldberg and McCann as prospective guests on a
supposed "short holiday," flat out denies that it is a boarding house: It never was" McCann claims to have no
knowledge of Stanley or Maidenhead when Stanley asks him "Ever been anywhere near Maidenhead? I used
to have my tea there. I seem to connect you with the High Street. I was born and brought up there. I lived well
away from the main road" 51 ; yet Goldberg later names both businesses that Stanley used to frequent
connecting Goldberg and possibly also McCann to Maidenhead: Goldberg is called "Nat," but in his stories of
the past he says that he was called "Simey" 73 and also "Benny" 92 , and he refers to McCann as both
"Dermot" in talking to Petey [87] and "Seamus" in talking to McCann [93]. Some of the more blatant lies are
so casually delivered that the audience is encouraged to look for more than is going to be disclosed. Pinter told
his official biographer, Michael Billington , I went to these digs and found, in short, a very big woman who
was the landlady and a little man, the landlord. There was no one else there, apart from a solitary lodger, and
the digs were really quite filthy And I said to the man, "What are you doing here? I used to play in the
concert-party here and I gave that up. James goes by many names, sometimes Nat, but when talking about his
past he mentions that he was called by the names "Simey" and also "Benny". He seems to idolise his Uncle
Barney as he mentions him many times during the play. Goldberg is portrayed as a Jewish man which is
reinforced by his typically Jewish name and his appropriate use of Yiddish words. McCann is an unfrocked
priest and has two names. Petey refers to him as Dermot but Goldberg calls him Seamus. The sarcasm in the
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following exchange evokes some distance in their relationship: Stanley Webber[ edit ] Stanley Webber â€” "a
palpably Jewish name, incidentally â€” is a man who shores up his precarious sense of self through fantasy,
bluff, violence and his own manipulative form of power-play. His treatment of Meg initially is rough, playful,
teasing, From the very outset, the defining quality of a Pinter play is not so much fear and menace â€”â€”
though they are undoubtedly present â€”â€” as a yearning for some lost Eden as a refuge from the uncertain,
miasmic present" As quoted by Arnold P. Never more than now. I believe that is precisely what the United
States is doing to Nicaragua.
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Film and drama: the opening sequence of the filmed version of Harold Pinter's The Caretaker (The Guest) / Steven H.
Gale Pinter and politics / Susan Hollis Merritt "Yes! in the Sea of Life Enisled": Harold Pinter's Other Places / Ewald
Mengel.

Additional Information In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: Duke University Press
New York ilnd London: Pinter ill Play begins by infonning us that by a bibliography of "over items relating to
Pinter" p. Susan Merritt regards this growing abu. Because she recognises that "A great deal of Pinter criticism
is about other Pinter criticism, and the industry seems self-perpetuating," her aims are metacritical, the main
one being "to investigate the modes of such production" p. The italics hint at something portentous, but what
she offers is a sort of guided tour through a number of critics. She starts with an account of some general
theoretical positions, chosen apparently to represent a variety of views as propounded by, for instance, Morse
Peckham, F. Bigsby, Elizabeth Sakellaridou , "Value Judgments" largely on reviews of performances of the
plays , and concluding with "The Case of Pinter: Toward Theory as Practice in Critical and Cultural Change,"
a last chapter which contains a good deal about the author. She is not concerned with value judgments, but
writes out of a vision of change which can only be brought about by taking into account the circumstances of
the critic: It is a worthwhile concern to ask how critics can be more socially responsible, but it is hard to see
what Himportant changes" they might bring about. Susan Merritt ends by offering critics guidelines for
change, emphasising collaboration in writings to be produced by "research collectives" p. As an example she
includes a brief autobiography, detailing "resistance to change" she has encountered in her professional life,
and describing the experiences that led to the project for the book. This project involved consultations with
other critics, personal interviews to find out why they interpreted Pinter their way. Her reports on them often
include a short biography. I remain unclear as to its bearing on "critical and cultural change. Critics have to get
along with one another if they are "to advance the work of criticism" p. From another point of view it may
look like the dead end of a selfsustaining academic industry, whose main purpose is to play an appropriate role
in the professionaiisation of departments of English in colleges and universities. A Harold Pinter Society was
established in , and a Pinter Review in , which includes new annual bibliographies of critical essays. The
endless proliferation of commentary seems to have little to do with notions of social responsibility or
collaboration; Societies and reviews contribute to debate, but not to You are not currently authenticated. View
freely available titles:
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It is one of his best-known and most frequently performed plays. In the setting of a rundown seaside boarding
house , a little birthday party is turned into a nightmare on the unexpected arrival of two sinister strangers. The
play has been classified as a comedy of menace , characterised by Pinteresque elements such as ambiguous
identity, confusions of time and place, and dark political symbolism. Characters Petey, a man in his sixties
Meg, a woman in her sixties Stanley, a man in his late thirties Lulu, a woman in her early twenties Goldberg, a
man in his fifties McCann, a man of thirty The Birthday Party [Grove Press ed. Alternating between maternal
and flirtatious affectation toward Stanley, Meg tells him that "two gentlemen", two new "visitors", will be
arriving 30â€” At this information, Stanley appears concerned, suspicious, and disbelieving; there is "A
sudden knock on the front door" and Meg goes offstage, while Stanley "listens" at a voice coming "through
the letter box," but it is just Lulu carrying in a package delivered for Meg. Act 2 Stanley encounters McCann
and the two talk. He denies the fact that it is his birthday and insists that Meg is mad for saying so, and asks
McCann if Goldberg has told him why he has been brought to the house. Goldberg enters and sends McCann
out to collect some Whiskey that he has ordered for the party. When McCann returns, he and Goldberg
interrogate Stanley with a series of ambiguous, rhetorical questions, tormenting him to complete collapse.
Stanley then attacks Meg, and, in the black out that immediately follows, attacks and attempts to rape Lulu.
The act ends with Goldberg and McCann backing the maniacally laughing Stanley against a wall. Act 3
Paralleling the first scene of the play, Petey is having breakfast, and Meg asks him innocuous questions, with
important differences revealing the aftermath of the party. Lulu then confronts Goldberg about the way he
treated the previous night during unseen events that occurred after the party but is driven from the house by
McCann making unsavoury comments about her character and demanding that she confess her sins to him.
McCann then brings in Stanley, with his broken glasses, and he and Goldberg bombard him with a list of his
faults and of all the benefits he will obtain by submitting to their influence. When asked for his opinion of
what he has to gain, Stanley is unable to answer. They begin to lead him out of the house toward the car
waiting to take him to Monty. Genre The Birthday Party has been described some say "pigeonholed" by Irving
Wardle and later critics as a " comedy of menace "[5] and by Martin Esslin as an example of the Theatre of the
Absurd. I was going to keep it a secret until tonight," even that "fact" is dubious, as Stanley denies that it is his
birthday: Round the bend" Although Meg claims that her house is a " boarding house ," her husband, Petey,
who was confronted by "two men" who "wanted to know if we could put them up for a couple of nights" is
surprised that Meg already has "got a room ready" 23 , and, Stanley being the only supposed boarder , also
responds to what appears to him to be the sudden appearance of Goldberg and McCann as prospective guests
on a supposed "short holiday," flat out denies that it is a boarding house: It never was" McCann claims to
have no knowledge of Stanley or Maidenhead when Stanley asks him "Ever been anywhere near Maidenhead?
I used to have my tea there. I seem to connect you with the High Street. I was born and brought up there. I
lived well away from the main road" 51 ; yet Goldberg later names both businesses that Stanley used to
frequent connecting Goldberg and possibly also McCann to Maidenhead: Goldberg is called "Nat," but in his
stories of the past he says that he was called "Simey" 73 and also "Benny" 92 , and he refers to McCann as
both "Dermot" in talking to Petey [87] and "Seamus" in talking to McCann [93]. Some of the more blatant lies
are so casually delivered that the audience is encouraged to look for more than is going to be disclosed. Meg
and Petey Boles While on tour with L. Pinter told his official biographer, Michael Billington , I went to these
digs and found, in short, a very big woman who was the landlady and a little man, the landlord. There was no
one else there, apart from a solitary lodger, and the digs were really quite filthy And I said to the man, "What
are you doing here? I used to play in the concert-party here and I gave that up. James goes by many names,
sometimes Nat, but when talking about his past he mentions that he was called by the names "Simey" and also
"Benny". He seems to idolise his Uncle Barney as he mentions him many times during the play. Goldberg is
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portrayed as a Jewish man which is reinforced by his typically Jewish name and his appropriate use of Yiddish
words. McCann is an unfrocked priest and has two names. Petey refers to him as Dermot but Goldberg calls
him Seamus. The sarcasm in the following exchange evokes some distance in their relationship: Stanley
Webber Stanley Webber â€” "a palpably Jewish name, incidentally â€” is a man who shores up his precarious
sense of self through fantasy, bluff, violence and his own manipulative form of power-play. His treatment of
Meg initially is rough, playful, teasing, From the very outset, the defining quality of a Pinter play is not so
much fear and menace â€”â€” though they are undoubtedly present â€”â€” as a yearning for some lost Eden as
a refuge from the uncertain, miasmic present" As quoted by Arnold P. Never more than now. I believe that is
precisely what the United States is doing to Nicaragua.
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Scott] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.

A Descriptive Chronology, For an explanation of principles and limitations, click on Introduction above. A
selective bibliography of books by and about the dramatist is appended. The Plays and Filmscripts of Harold
Pinter: Periodic updates sent free of additional charge. Be sure to include your email address. He is the most
courageous, remorseless writer going and the more he grinds my nose in the shit the more I am grateful to
him. He brings forth a body of beauty. His work is beautiful. He will meet Beckett first in and become a close
friend; from on he will send him everything he writes for critical comments. Written in November expressly
for the occasion, it was faultily restaged in December at a Bristol festival sponsored by the Sunday Times. The
first London production will occur in January In trials out of town notably in Cambridge it had been received
with perception and enthusiasm, but morning-after London critics berate and mock it so that it survives only
eight performances. Pinter had written The Birthday Party in the summer of , after The Room had convinced
him of his vocation. Pinter radically modifies the norm by flagrantly refusing to disclose reasons and motives
on both sides, so that the dominant reaction is mystification, often mixed with bemused hilarity, rather than
suspense. A fortyish piano player in self-imposed isolation why? When two men arrive to stay overnight, he
reacts to them as if they were threatening intruders who know something incriminating about him what? The
next day is his birthday or is it? Between acts overnight his oppressors reduce him to a catatonic state, so that
in the morning his only gestures of rebellion are grunts. They prepare him to go away with them, ostensibly to
hand him over to "Monty" who? Symbolically, his birthday becomes a rebirth into hell. Early in Pinter told his
baffled director, Peter Wood, that the play just happens, with no explanations: Everything to do with the play
is in the play. His poem, "A View of the Party," throws an oblique light on the play. September The English
drama critic Irving Wardle introduces a durable critical phrase for Pinter commentators in an Encore review:
Simpson, Nigel Dennis, and Pinter. He will retrieve the script, revise it, and produce it in A black-humor
fantasy about a psychiatric hospital in which the staff as well as the inmates are stripped of their individuality,
the play is a companion piece to both The Birthday Party and The Dumb Waiter. The first had been staged in
Bristol in ; a German translation of the latter had premiered in Frankfurt in He utters not a word, ignores the
landlord during an enigmatic visit, and departs. After an even more baffling visit by prospective tenants, the
woman hears from the landlord that a tenant from the musty basement room wants to talk to her. A blind
Negro arrives. Despite a withering reception from her, he says earnestly that her father wants her to come
home. Her mistrust melts away and she touches his face. Just then her husband returns, boasts of his
aggressive driving, and suddenly kicks the intruder repeatedly. The woman clutches her eyes, unable to see.
Pinter will tell his biographer that the messenger is "a potential saviour" who is trying to free the woman from
the imprisonment of the room and her marriage: The Dumb Waiter, which Pinter wrote in , is a small
masterpiece of semi-farcical absurdism, with strong echoes of Waiting for Godot. The characters are waiting
for "Wilson," but "He might not come. He might just send a message. The underling along with the audience
wants to know exactly what is going on, which merely irritates his tight-mouthed superior and frustrates us.
An envelope slides under the door and a dumb waiter repeatedly clatters down, but neither contains a clue
about the specifics of their mission. In a bizarre comic sequence, the machine sends down increasingly
esoteric orders for food, which they have no way to fill. The door on the right opens; the assistant stumbles in,
body stooping, stripped of his jacket and revolver. They stare at each other. The production transforms his life
by bringing him fame and fortune; ultimately the play will be performed all over the world and become the
one in his canon most frequently revived. In New York, starting in October , it runs for 21 weeks. A well-nigh
inscrutable drama best characterized by the line "Every word you speak is open to any number of different
interpretations" , it nevertheless contains a distinct line of action leading to a climax that Pinter insists must
convey a sense of "absolute finality. In effect he is tested by the two nearly opposite brothers, found wanting
by both, and kicked out. Since the shambling, muttering remnant is unfit for life anywhere else, his ouster is
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pathetic. But since he brought it on himself, abusing favors from one brother and misconstruing ironically
extended "privileges" from the other, his blunt rejection seems inevitable. His benefactor, a benumbed and
reticent man, tells him the story of having electric convulsion therapy forced upon him in his youth because of
his peculiar way of talking to his fellow workers allusions to a Christlike prophet abound. His contrastingly
voluble brother bullies the tramp with non-sequitur verbal teases; he finally blows up and, defining his true
nature, smashes a Buddha figurine that his brother had bought. The old man invites irritation from the start by
claiming to need a safe haven for a while before taking a trip to recover proof of his identity he uses an
assumed name , but then extending his stay until the gentle brother can no longer stand his stink, noise, or
insults. Both brothers have offered him the job of caretaker, one seriously and the other with disdain, but he
finally loses the only caretaker he ever had and is left to face the terrors of the outside world. Nothing happens
except that somehow it does. A pompously defensive middle-aged husband and his more adaptable wife a trial
run for Ruth in The Homecoming are thrown into conflict by the recurring presence outside their home of an
old man who seems to be a simpleminded matchseller. The husband confronts the man conventionally,
offering him drinks and trying to determine his identity. The benumbed tramp stares at him in silence. His
anxiety level rising, the questioner speculates more and more wildly until his wife intervenes, sends her
husband off, and talks to the man herself. She is completely at ease, assuming he is "a quiet, harmless old man,
going about his business," not here "through any design. My kith and kin. Horror overcomes him when the
matchseller seems to rock with laughter at him, and his last words are "Who are you? I think the one beautiful
and great thing about the new wave of playwrights is that they approach their subject matter with this kind of
allusiveness. To me the play was about the thing. Among the statements by Pinter that he quotes is this dig at
drama critics: They can tell a dot from a dash a mile off. It is later reprinted in several sources, notably his
Complete Works: Pinter stresses that what he writes "has no obligation to anything other than to itself. My
responsibility is not to audiences, critics, producers, directors, actors or to my fellow men in general, but to the
play in hand. To supply an explicit moral tag to an evolving and compulsive dramatic image seems to be
facile, impertinent and dishonest. I suggest there can be no hard distinctions between what is real and what is
unreal, nor between what is true and what is false. A character on the stage who can present no convincing
argument or information as to his past experience, his present behaviour or his aspirations, nor give a
comprehensive analysis of his motives is as legitimate and as worthy of attention as one who, alarmingly, can
do all these things. The more acute the experience the less articulate its expression. So often, below the word
spoken, is the thing known but unspoken. One when no word is spoken. The other when perhaps a torrent of
language is being employed. It is a necessary avoidance, a violent, sly, anguished or mocking smoke screen
which keeps the other in its place. When true silence falls we are still left with echo but are nearer nakedness.
One way of looking at speech is to say that it is a constant stratagem to cover nakedness. The husband finally
chooses to restore harmony by believing that his wife "just sat and talked about what you would do if you
went to your room," but she neither confirms nor denies that that is the truth. Listen to the sound first and the
meaning will become clear through that. A half-hour debate can be more confusing than one clearly put
sentence. Pinter adapted the latter from an unfinished autobiographical novel, first for radio and then for the
stage. It treats one of his recurring themes, the relativity of truth and perception, but in performance the play is
perceived as obscure and undramatic. The Lover, first presented on television in March, treats the same theme
in the mode of an au courant farcical comedy. The plot is formulaic and improbable, but ripples with amusing
amoral twists. As she comments, "things are beautifully balanced. That night, supposedly himself again, he
continues the argument and says he has paid off his "whore," which she counters by claiming that she has
other lovers. In it is transferred to New York, where it wins awards for best play and best playwright of the
year. Pinter says it is his only play "which gets remotely near to a structural entity which satisfies me" Paris
Review, Fall The total impact of the drama derives from the bizarrely disconcerting quality of the things that
happen to realistically depicted characters, nearly all of whom seem oblivious to their oddity and amorality.
The play carries the audience along in an inexorable absurd flow, giving a sense of inevitability to a
succession of head-shaking events. Again featuring an intruder who ignites a conflict, the plot revolves around
the reactions of a grubby household of males aging father and chauffeur-brother, pimp and boxer sons to the
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sudden reappearance of an incongruous son who has been in America for six years teaching philosophy. The
catalyst is actually his attractive wife a former "model of the body" , whom he married secretly before leaving.
Some of their reactions are as startling for the family as they are for the audience. The wife readily goes
upstairs with the boxer son, but somehow keeps him content without going "the whole hog. She can do what
she wants, and it is not at all certain she will go off to Greek Street" [Saturday Review, April ]. A rich
metaphorical dimension of the play accompanies this audacious series of events:
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new casebook is content for the most part to nibble at the edges of Pinter's work, and suggests a sense of exhaustion
rather than progress. Many of the contributions focus.

It is also a homecoming to their identities as Teddy has been living an educated existence in America and is
now returning to his raw family life in North England. The story revolves around Max, a retired butcher and
his three children Teddy, a professor in America; Lenny, the pimp and Joey, the amateur boxer. However, as
soon as Teddy announces that Ruth is his wife, Max accepts the fact. He hits Teddy first and then welcomes
him to the household as he comes to terms with reality. Therefore, it is also a homecoming to relationships.
Towards the end, we find the father-in-law Max also making sexual overtures to Ruth. All the characters in the
drama The Homecoming thus come across as creatures of instincts. Man transcends right back to primitivism
as he relies more on his sexual instincts, not keeping a check on the same that is characteristic of sophisticated
society. All the characters in the drama transcend into primitivism as they openly exhibit their innermost
desires that even the ones who witness it even find it acceptable and normal. In each scene at least someone is
dressed in pajamas highlighting the rawness of the situation. With regards to critics who have pointed out
suggestions that Ruth was a prostitute before she got married to Ted, the story signifies the homecoming of
Ruth to her previous profession. The play is also a homecoming to the past as most characters keep talking
about themselves in terms of the past or define themselves with reference to the past. Memories rule the roost.
It evokes connotations of transcending from the unreal to the real or vice versa. The past often functions here
as a standard to measure the present. The play also focuses on power-politics where the father-brother-son trio
strive for power. Esslin referred to The Homecoming in psychoanalytical terms, as a drama of Oedipal sexual
conflict between fathers and sons. However, the woman, in fact, is the centre of attraction here as she controls
all the characters in the play, and all the characters are attracted to her. She makes the luxurious demand of a
three room apartment, maid, wardrobe to which the men-folk agree. It is very significant that Ruth has an
option to stay or not, and to opt for prostitution as her profession or not. She has no financial constraints as she
is the wife of a professor. She is not compelled by any of the men folk; and it is in her power to accept it or
reject it. She invites a kind of freedom into her own life where she earns, and is her own master. In the play
Homecoming , Ruth leaves her husband and three kids to stay in England for brighter prospects. But here the
stance of Ruth has been questioned by readers and critics alike. The woman here dominates in terms of sex
and gender. She physically satisfies the men at her own whims, and also endeavors to give them emotional
companionship that only a woman in the house can offer. She thus transforms into the archetypal woman, the
one that is a combination of a wife and a mother-figure: Thus, she aptly fits into the gap that Jessie had left
open many years back. To substantiate, Harold Pinter said in an interview in the Saturday Review: She can do
what she wants and it is not at all certain she will go off to Greek Street. Lack of communication is an
important aspect in the play that Pinter symbolizes with his hallmark pauses and silences. They are all there
for a reason. Three dots is a hesitation, a pause is a fairly mundane crisis and a silence is some sort of crisis.
This language makes them understand without being understanding, and makes one misunderstand one more,
than one understands the other in a relationship. In The Homecoming, Ruth is barely discernible in her
ellipses, nonsequiturs and disarming physical actions, according to Hoffman. The dislocation of language also
plays a major part in the theme of lack of communication. The Standard Dialect is a powerful insignia of
classy civilization that compels one to conform. Any line reproduced from the article has to be appropriately
documented by the reader. The Work of Harold Pinter. The New Yorker 24 Dec. Accessed 16 April
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7: The Birthday Party (play) - Wikipedia
While more limited, John Lahr's A Casebook on Harold Pinter's The Homecoming is the most valuable of these three
volumes. Many interpreters have been unable to.

A woman in her mid-forties, she is sitting up in a white bed looking around. Her gaze falls on Dr. Hornby,
who wears a dark suit and is seated at a table in one of two chairs. As Deborah tries to assess what is
happening, Hornby questions her, wondering if she knows him or can hear him. Believing that he is not
listening to her, Deborah refuses to identify him as anyone. She talks about her sleeplessness and notes that
she can speak French. Hornby informs her that she has been asleep for a long time, is much older than when
she fell asleep, and is now awake. Deborah seems unable to digest this information. When she finally looks at
Hornby, she tries to grasp what he has told her but seems disoriented. Unsure of what language she is
speaking, she is still not convinced that she is being heard, and she speaks as if she were still the young person
who fell asleep years ago. When Hornby informs her that he is the one who woke her, she is only more
confused, since she does not know him; she continues to ask for others who were there when she fell asleep as
a younger person. Continuing to try to locate herself in time and space, Deborah wants to verify her age
through her sisters, Pauline and Estelle. Pauline, she says, is too witty for her own good, and Estelle is deep
and sensual. Deborah also continues to speculate about where she is, conjecturing that she may be in a seaside
hotel or in a white tent in the Sahara Desert. Becoming defensive with the doctor about her long sleep,
Deborah finally asks how long it has been; when the doctor informs her that it has been twenty-nine years, she
is further confused about whether she has been or is dead. She asks about her boyfriend Jack and wonders
what crime she may have committed to put her in this prison. When told that her sister Pauline is waiting to
see her, she insists that she does not want to see any sisters or brothers, suggesting that her sisters are gluttons
and confiding to Hornby that she once prayed she would never see any of them again. Deborah continues to
oscillate between the past and present. Learning from the doctor that he woke her with an injection, she tries to
claim him as her Prince Charming, but he The entire section is 1, words.
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8: Pinter at the Pinter
Bibliography for Harold Pinter is a list of selected published primary works, productions, secondary sources, and other
resources related to English playwright Harold Pinter (), the Nobel Laureate in Literature, who was also a screenwriter,
actor, director, poet, author, and political activist.

Max, "a man of seventy" â€” The patriarch of the family. Setting[ edit ] The setting is an old house in North
London during the summer. All of the scenes take place in the same large room, filled with various pieces of
furniture. The shape of a square arch, no longer present, is visible. Beyond the room are a hallway and
staircase to the upper floor and the front door. Plot[ edit ] After having lived in the United States for several
years, Teddy brings his wife, Ruth, home for the first time to meet his working-class family in North London,
where he grew up and which she finds more familiar than their arid academic life in America. Max and the
other men put down one another, expressing their "feelings of resentment," with Max feminising his brother
Sam, while, ironically, himself claiming to have himself "given birth" to his three sons. Teddy arrives with his
wife, Ruth. He reveals that he married Ruth in London six years earlier and that the couple subsequently
moved to America and had three sons prior to his returning to the family home to introduce her. After a
sexually charged conversation between Lenny and Ruth, Ruth exits. Awakened by their voices, Max comes
downstairs. The scene ends in a blackout. When the lights come up the scene has changed to the following
morning. Max comes down to make breakfast. When Teddy and Ruth appear and he discovers that they have
been there all night without his knowledge, Max is initially enraged, assuming that Ruth is a prostitute. After
being told that Ruth and Teddy have married and that she is his daughter-in-law, Max appears to make some
effort to reconcile with his son Teddy. She relaxes and, focusing their attention on her "Look at me. After Max
and his brothers exit, Teddy abruptly suggests to Ruth that they return home immediately Apparently, he
knows about her past history as "a photographic model for the body" 73 and about which she reminisces when
talking to Lenny alone after Teddy has gone upstairs "to pack" for their return trip to America. As Teddy looks
on, Lenny initiates dancing "slowly" with her Joey begins making out with Ruth on the sofa, telling Lenny
that she is "Just up my street" A beautiful woman," as well as "a mother too. A mother of three. Suddenly
pushing Joey away and standing up, Ruth appears to take command, asking for food and drink, and Joey and
Lenny attempt to satisfy her demands 76â€” Lenny "stares at him. Lenny proposes to Max that he "take her up
with me to Greek Street" Max volunteers that Ruth could come to live with the family, suggesting that they
"should keep her" while she works for them part-time as a prostitute. The men discuss this proposal in
considerable detail, seemingly half-joking to irritate Teddy and half-serious 86â€” Sam declares the whole
idea "silly" and "rubbish" 86 , Teddy adamantly refuses to "put" anything "in the kitty," as Max asks 87 , and
Lenny suggests that Teddy could hand out business cards and refer Americans he knows to Ruth when they
visit London, for "a little percentage" 89â€” Ruth comes downstairs "dressed" and apparently ready to join
Teddy, who is still waiting with his coat on and their packed suitcases Ruth appears far more interested in the
idea of staying with them. She negotiates the terms of their "contract" 93 using business terminology in a
professional manner that makes her seem adept at getting what she wants in such transactions 92â€” Teddy
prepares to return to America without her. Briefly considering the possibility that Sam has "dropped dead" and
become a "corpse" 94 , the others ascertain that he is still breathing "not even dead" , dismiss his revelation as
the product of "a diseased imagination," and mostly ignore his body. After a pause, Ruth accepts their
proposal: Instead, he gets directions to the Underground , before saying goodbye to the others and leaving to
return home to his three sons in America, alone. He goes out the door, leaving his wife with the other four men
in the house. The final tableau vivant 96â€”98 depicts Ruth sitting, "relaxed in her chair," as if on a throne.
After repeatedly insisting that he is not an old man, and getting no reply from Ruth, who remains silent, Max
beseeches her, "Kiss me" â€” the final words of the play. Ever since your mother died" Upon first seeing
Ruth, Max believes that his eldest son, Teddy, has brought a "filthy scrubber" like Jessie into "my house"
57â€” Though Teddy insists that she is "not well" 85 and simply needs to "rest" 71 , he may not have
recognised the cause of her apparent depression. Nevertheless, ultimately, he appears willing to leave her with
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his family in London, or at least wants to give the others that impression perhaps to save face; or perhaps he
really does want to leave her there. Critical response[ edit ] Often considered to be a highly ambiguous , an
enigmatic, and for some even a cryptic play, The Homecoming has been the subject of extensive critical
debate for over forty years. Before the play, I thought words were just vessels of meaning; after it, I saw them
as weapons of defence. Before, I thought theatre was about the spoken; after, I understood the eloquence of the
unspoken. The position of a chair, the length of a pause, the choice of a gesture, I realised, could convey
volumes. It is a culmination of the poetic ambiguities, the minimalism, and the linguistic tropes of his earlier
major plays: Yet, to others, its moral value resides in its very questioning of commonly accepted shibboleths
about marriage and the family: Now it feels like a mirror. About two hours later, I heard the front door slam. I
thought, Well, here we are. About an hour later, the doorbell rang. For example, the New York production
received four Tony Awards: Aldwych Theatre , London. Opened on 3 June With the exception of the part of
Teddy, which was played by Michael Craig , the cast was as above". He won the MEN Award for best actor
for his performance. Directed by Jamie Lloyd. Design by Soutra Gilmour. Lighting by Richard Howell. The
play was chosen by Lusaka Theatre Club as its entry for the Zambia Drama Festival, and was awarded prizes
for best production and best actor Norman Williams as Lenny. The director was Trevor Eastwood.
9: The Return to Roots in Harold Pinterâ€™s â€œHomecomingâ€•: An Analysis | Rukhaya M.K
The Homecoming is a two-act play written in by Nobel laureate Harold Pinter and it was first published in Its premiÃ¨res
in London () and New York () were both directed by Sir Peter Hall and starred Pinter's first wife, Vivien Merchant, as
Ruth.
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